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Abstract 
A reductive monoid is an algebraic monoid with a reductive unit group. W e  
introduce a new class of reductive monoids, (9, O)-irreducible monoids. Generdy, 
we have the question of fîuding the orbits of the unit group of a reductive monoid 
acting on both sides of the monoid. Putcha and Renner give a recipe to determine the 
orbits for 3-irreducible monoids. Motivated by thek construction of finite reductive 
monoids, the concept of (3, u)-ineducible monoid éuises naturally. 
We obtain that the 3-irreducible monoids tum out to be a specid class of the 
(3, a)-irreducible monoids. We ob tain a similar recipe for the question to (3, a) - 
irreducible monoids (not 3-irreducible) of type D;f . However, there is no similac 
asswer for types A. (n 2 4) and E:. 
The fixed points of any (3, a)-irreducible monoid under a is a h i t e  reductive 
monoid. We obtain that any such finite reductive monoid is 3-irreducible. Then 
we find the orbits of these monoids under the two sided action of their unit groups. 
I would like to thank professor Lex Rennes for supervishg me to write thls thesis, 
for his carehil and critical reading of the typescripts, and pointing out errors. 1 am 
responsible for any erron that remain. I also thank him for his encouraging, open 
minded ta.Iks and the ideas that 1 obtained h m  the talks. 
1 want to thank professor Richard Kane for the tdection group and invariant the- 
ory I leanied fiom him, and his financial support during the past years. The speciai 
thanks fiom me and my farnily go to him without whose help and recommendation 
m y  farnily wodd never be in Canada and become the PR of Canada. 
I would like on this ocassion to express my gratitude to professor J. Minac for 
his interesting number theory topics and persistent organization of our d-season 
soccer games. 
I want to take this opportunity to thank the secretaries of our department for 
their help during these years. My particular thanks go to Terry Slivinski for typing 
and proof reading many application forms for me. 
This thesis is prepared using TeX of UWO thesis style. 1 am gratefd to professor 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group (abstract group, algebraic group or Lie group) and M be a set 
(variety or topological space). Suppose an action of G on M is defined. Here cornes 
a generd question: 
What are the orbits of M under the action of G ? 
In this thesis, let M be an algebmic monoid. Let G be its unit group. Since 
GM C M and MG C M, the group G x G acts on M by (g, h) a = gah-L for 
g, h E G and a E M. Let G\M/G denote the set of orbits {GaG) for this action. 
Our first main problem is to describe the set G\M/G. 
From the point of view of semigroup theory, the analogous problem is to describe 
the equivalence classes for Green's 3-relation, which is defineci by agb  if and only 
if MaM = MbM. We s h d  see (in Chapter II ) that if M is irreducible then a, b 
lie in the same G x G orbit if and only if they lie in the same 3-class. Here is the 
simplest example. 
1.1 EXAMPLE. Let M =Mn. Then G =GL,. I f a , b  E M then GaG = GbG 
if and only if rank a = rank b. Thus there is a bijection G\M/G H {O, 1, . . . , n) 
given by GaG + rank a. In partidar, the number of orbits is finite. That is not 
dways true (See [So, example 3.21). 
However if M is ngular, then the number of orbits is finite. A general combi- 
natorial structure theorem about the orbits of a 3-imducible monoid M (which is 
regular) is given by Putcha and Renner [PRl, Theorem 4.161. It says that there is 
a lattice isomorphism between the set of orbits and some subset of the P(A) where 
A is the fundamentai root system of G (more details in chapter IV). 
This thesis deals with a class of (3, o)-ireducible monoids. It shows that for these 
monoids with unit groups of type A" (n 3) or D: there is a generd combinatorial 
resuit to describe the lattice of the orbits according to their Dynkin diagrams. For 
other cases of type A, (n > 3) and Es there is no gened answer according to their 
Dynkin diagrams. For some special cases of Suniki type and Ree type, we give 
answess for types B2 and G2. 
The fked points of a (3, a)-irteducible monoid of any type under a is a finite 
monoid (see R1,Theorem 4.3). We prove that the finite monoid is 3-irreducible, 
and obtain a similar remit as [PRl, theorem 4.161 accoràing to the Dynkin diagram 
of its t e t e d  ( see [Ca]) case. 
We attempt to make the thesis accessible to the readers who have basic knowledge 
of dgebraic groups and Weyl groups. Background on semigroup theory and algebraic 
geometry are requked, so these prerequisites have been sketched in Chapter 1. 
IR Chapter II, some relavent materid on algebraic geometry, algebraic groups, 
Weyl groups, abstract semigroups and dgebraic semigroups is treated. In chapter 
III, we give a geometrical description of the set of idempotents in E(T) for any 
reductive monoid, that is, it is isomorphic to the face Iattice of some polytope. 
Thus we obtain a geometrical description of the 3-classes of teductive monoids. In 
Chapter IV, we describe the main results of [PR11 which we need for development of 
this thesis. In chapter V, we ontain some results for some specid (3, 7,)-ireducible 
monoids. The generd and main results are proved in chapter VI. Chapter W treats 
the specid cases of Suzuki type and Ree type. 
C W T E R  II 
PRELIMINARIES 
The Algebraic geometry and abstract semigroup theory needed in this thesis are 
of a relatively elementary nature. We sketch these concepts in t his chap ter. Also, we 
include some material on algebraic gmup and semigroup theory for completeness. 
For details, we refer to [Hui], (Bo] and [St] for algebraic group theory; [Hull and 
[Ra] for algebraic geometry; (Ho] for abstract semogroup theory; p u l l  for algebraic 
monoid theory and [Ka] for reflection group theory. 
1. Some algebraic geometry 
IL 1.1 DEFINITION. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. 
X c Kn is an afine uariety if X ia the set of common zeros in Kn of a finite collection 
of polynomials in K [zi , . . . , xn] . An afnne variety is a closed set of Kn . The topology 
defined on Kn is d e d  the Zariski topology. An affine variety is irreducible if it is 
not the union of two proper closed proper subsets. An afhe variety is connected 
if it is connected under the Zdski topology, i.e. it is not a disjoint union of two 
proper closed subsets. If an &e variety is keducible then it is connecteci, but the 
converse is not true. 
11.1.2 EXAMPLE. X = {(t1,z2) E K21~lzZ = O) is connected but not irre 
ducible. 
11.1.3 DEFINITION. Let X be the f i e  vatiety of Kn. Let I ( X )  = (f E 
K[xl, . . . , zn 1 f (z) = O for di z E X ) .  I  is the ideal of K[xl, . . . , z,]. 
K[ZI~ - 9 zn]/r(x) 
is c d e d  the coordinate ring (or af ie  aigebra) of X, denoted by O ( X ) .  The 
map I : X + I ( X )  from te set of affine varieties of K" to the set of ideals of 
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K[xi ,  x*, . . . , zn] is thus defined. Conversely, we defme a map Z : I + Z(I) from 
the set of ide& of K[zl,. . . , x,,] to the set of affine varieties of Kn (this makes sense 
since K [xi, . . . , x,] is Noet herian and the ide& are all fiaitely generated). 
11.1.4 THEOREM (Hilbert's Nuhtellensatz Theorem) (Fa], 1.4). There is a 
one to one inclusion revershg conespondence berneen the attine &ety and radical 
ideals, Qven by X + I ( X ) .  
11.1.5 PROPOSITION. The fouowing are equivaient. 
(i) X c Kn is kreducible. 
(ii) X is irreducibie. 
(iii) O(r) is an integral domain. 
(iv) I (X)  is a pRme ideal. 
11.1.6 DEFINITION (Product of two f i e  MIieties), Let X be the aifine miety  
of Kn and Y be the affine variety of Km. X x Y defined aa the affine variety of Kn+m 
is cded the product of afke varieties. This definition makes sense by [Hul, 1.41. It 
says that if X, Y am closed (or irreducible) then X x Y is closed ( or irreducible) 
in Km+? 
11.1.7 DEFINITION (Commutative ring theory). Let R > S be an extension of 
rings. An element z E R is integtal over S if z is a rwt of a mononic polynomial 
over S. Equivdently, the subring S[z] of R is finitely generated S-module. R is 
integrai over S if each element of R is integral over S. The integml closun of S in 
R is the set of a.il elements of R integral over S. If R is an integral domain, with 
field of fractions F, R is said to be integrally closed if R equals its integral closure 
in F. 
II.1.8 DEFINITION (Morphism of &e varieties). Let X c Kn and Y C Km 
be two affine vatities. A map q5 : X + Y is a morphism if 
where ~i E O(X) for dl i and x = (xi,. . . , zn) E X. A morphism 4 is dominant if 
+(X) is dense in Y. 4 is birational if there exists a nonempty open subset Cr of Y 
such that # restricted on 4-'(U) is an isomophism. It is finite if O(X) is an integral 
extension of O(Y). 
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11.1.9 PROPOSITION ([Hull, 4.2). Let # be a morphism fiom X to Y .  If 4 is 
h i t e  then 
(i) it is closed, î.e. if Z c X is c h e d  then &Z) is c h e d  in Y. 
(ii) the inverse image of any single point in Y is f i t e .  
11.1.10 DEFINITION (Normal afnne varieties). Let X be an &e variety. X is 
nomal  if O ( X )  is integrdy closed. The nomalization of X is 2 = (X,t$) where 
2 is a normal afline wiety, # : % + X is finite birationai motphim. 
II. 1.11 THEOREM (Normalization Theorem) (pull, 16.5). Let X be an irre- 
duüble at&e varie@ T h  X admits a unique nomaZizotio11~ = (R, 4). Moreover 
any dominant morphism fiom a normal varie@ factors uniqueiy ti1roug6 4. 
11.1.12 EXAMPLE. 
(i) A curve is normal if and o d y  if it is smooth (no singular points). So X = 
((2, y) E K21q = 1) is normal. But Y = ((2, y) E K21zy = O) is not since 
the curve has a singular point (0,O). 
(iï) X = {(a, b, C) E K3 ja2b = 2)  is an irreducible but not normal &e variety 
since 11% E field of fraction O(X) is a mot of the polynomiai t2 - y = O 
ove= 6(X). 2 = {(a,b,c) E ~ ~ l a b  = c} and # : 3 + X defined by 
$(a, b, c) = (a, b2, c) is a normalization of X. Moreover, is smooth. 
(iii) X = ((O, 6, c) E K3 la2 + b2 = 2 )  is an iduc ib le  and normal f i e  variety 
but it has singular point (O, 0, O) (char (K) # 2). 
Actually, normality is a local property. We do not digrrss to introduce the con- 
cepts of local ring, regular l o d  ring and singularity. 
2. Algebraic group theoty 
11.2.1 DEFINITION. 
(i) Let G be an affine variety endowed with the structure of a group. If the two 
maps rn : G x G -t G, where m(z,  y) = zy, and I : C + G, where r (x )  = x-' 
are morphisms then we c d  G the linear algebraic group or algebraic group. 
(ii) Let G be an algebraic group. @ is an irreducible component containing the 
identity. If G = @ then we say G is connected. Please note that an algebraic 
group is connected if and only if it is irreducible. 
(iii) A morplrism of dgebraic groups is a group homomorphism and a morphism 
of varieties. 
(iv) Let G be an algebraic group, X an afbe variety. A morphisim q5 : G xX + X 
is c d e d  an action of G on X if the axioms for a group action on a set are 
satisfied. 
11.2.2 EXAMPLE. GL(n, K) the generd linear group is an algebraic group. It 
can be identifieci with an aBhe variety Z( f) of K~'+', where 
In particular, GL(1, K) is denoted by G,. K1 is an algebraic group under the usual 
addition, denoted by Ga. 
11.2.3 PROPOSITION ((Hull, 8.2). Let G an dgebraic group a d  on an afline 
variety X. Let Y a ~ d  Z be subsets of X, with Z clmed. Then 
(i) TrauG(Y,Z) = { x  E Glz - Y c Z> is a dosed subset of G. 
(ii) for eaeh z E X, the stablizer of z or isotopy group G, is a doseci subgroup 
of G. In particular, &(Y) is doseci. 
(Ci) the fix point set of g E G is dosed in X. In particular, xG is dosed. 
(iv) if G is connected, G stabhzes each irreducible component of X, Iience acts 
trivially on X in case X is f i te .  
11.2.4 THEOREM ([Hull, 8.6). Let G be an algebraic group. Then G is is* 
morphic to a dosed subgroup of some GL(n, K). 
So we C ~ I I  give another definition for algebraic group. It is a subgroup of GL(n, K) 
which is the intersection of GL(n, K) with a Zariski closed subset of M n  (g K " ~ ) .  
Let G be an algebraic group. A morphism # : G + GL(n, K) is cded a rational 
representation. We could identify GL(n, K) with GL(V) for some n-dimensional 
vector space over K, then V is cded the representation space. 
(i) S L(n, K) the special iinear group is an algebraic group. 
- 
(5) T(n, K) the upper triangular n x n matrices of GL(n, K) is an dgebraic 
group. So is U(n, K) the subgroup of T(n,  K) with diagonal entries 1. 
(üi) D(n, K) the diagonal matrices of GL(n, K) is an algebraic group. 
(i) Let G be a connected group. Then a maximal closed connected solvable 
subgroup of G is cded  a Borel subpup. 
(ii) A closed subgroup P of G containhg a Bord subgroup is c d e d  a parubolic 
su bgroup. 
(iii) A closed connected subgroup T of G is a t o m  if T 2 D(n, K) for some n a 
positive integer. 
(iv) A subgroup of G is unipotent if aIl elements are unipotent. i.e. for a l l  g E G, 
t 
gP = 1 foi some t 2 0, where p=char (K). Gu is the unipotent subgroup of 
G consisting of a l l  unipotent elements of G when G is solvable. 
11.2.7 REMARK. D(n, K) is a maximal toms of GL(n, K), T(n, K) is a Borel 
subgroup of GL(n, K). T(n, K) is the semiproduct of D(n, K) and U(n, K). 
II. 2.8 THEOREM. Let G be a comected algebraic group. Then 
(i) all maximal tori of G are conjugate, and 
(ii) all Borel subgroups of G are conjugate. 
(iii) I f B  is a Borel subgroup of G, then No(B) = B and G = U ~ ~ G S - ' B X .  
(i) Let G be a comected group. The maximal closed connected normal solvable 
subgroup of G is d e d  the radical of G and is denoted by R(G). 
(ii) The unipotent group, &(G) = R(G)" is caiied the unipotent radical of G. 
(iii) G is reductive if &(G) = (1). G is semisimple if R(G) = (1). 
(iv) G is simple if G ha8 no proper closed connected normal subgroups and G is 
no t abelian . 
(v) If T is a maximal toms of G, then the tank of G is dimT. The semisimple 
rank of G is rank,,G =rank(G/radG). 
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(vi) Let G be a comected algebraic group, let T be a maximal toms of G. The 
Weyl p u p  of G relative to T is W = N&-(T)/CG(T). If G is a reductive 
group then CG(T) = T .  W = &(T)/T. 
11.2.10 REMARK. 
(i) GL(n, K) is reductive and SC(n, K) is simple (but not simple as an abstract 
group). rank GL(n, K )  = n and rank&L(n, K) = rank SL(n, K) = n - 1 
(ii) Let G be a simple algebraic group. Then C = C(G) the center is finite and 
G/C is an abstract simple group. 
11.2.11 DEFINITION (Chsracters, mots and weights). A morphism x : G -t G, 
is a character of G. X(G) is the set of all characters of G. It is an abelian group 
under the addition + xz : G + Gm, given by (xi + xz)(z) = xi(z)x2(z) for any 
x E G. Let G be connected reductive group. Let T be a maximal toms of G. A 
character rr E X(T)  is a mot of G relative to T if there exists a monomorphism 
# : Ga + G such that 
t(b(c)t-' = qq(cr((t)c) 
for t E T, c E K. O(G, T) or @ denote the set of mots of G relative to T. O is finite 
(la1 = dim G - dim T). 
We use this definition since Lie algebras have been suppressed. But this defmition 
is equivalent to the usud one (proof in [So, footnote of page 151). 
11.2.12 EXAMPLE. Let G = Gt(n,K). Cet T = D(n,K) be the maximal 
toms. AS we know that the root system is {ri - cjl i  # j ) ,  where €i(ti, . . . , t") = 
t; for t = (tl ,..., t,) E T. Let o = y - y  E a. 4 : Ga + G is defined by 
+(c) = z,(c) = 1 + cEij, where I is the identity matrix and EG is a matrix unit. 
td(c)twL = +(a(t)c). G = SL(n, K) has the same root system relative to the 
maximal toms of T n D(R, K). 
11.2.13 DEFINITION. 
(i)) Let G be the connected reductive group. The subgroups Ua = #(K) ( K  = 
Ga) are c d e d  mot groups. 
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(ü)) If VA = (v E Vlz v = A(z)v for d x E T) is not zero for A E X(T) ,  then 
VA is cded a weiglit spuce and X is called a ioeight. The v E VA is a weight 
uector of A. 
(Ki)) Let @(p) denote the weights of the representatioa. Then O(p) c X(T)  is 
finite. V = $AEI<p)VA. dim VA is c d e d  the multiplieity of weight A. 
(iv)) C d  B = {vi,. . . , vn) be a standard 6asis of V if p(t)vj = Aj(t)vi for d t E T 
for some weight Aj. Then @(p) = {Xi,. . . , A,). It may happen that Xi = A j  
for i # j .  
11.2.14 DEFIN~TION (Action of the Weyl group). Let G be a connected re- 
ductive group and let T be a maximal toms. If X E X(T)  and w E W ,  define 
wX : T + K by (wA)(t) = X(w-'tw) for t E T. Then W acts a the automorphisims 
of the abelian group X ( T ) .  This action is faithfik if WX = A for all X E X(T)  then 
w = 1. Lt is easy to check 
W Q ( d  = @(P)-  
For any a E @(G,T),  let 4(c) = z,(c). Define w+ : Ga + G by (wd)(c)  = 
w+(c)w-~ for w E &(T). Let ,6 = w a  and 41, = w# then 
11.2.15 PROPOSITION ([Pull, 4.38). Let G be a comected reductive group. 
Let T be a maximal torus of G and let B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T. 
Then there exists a unique Borel subgroup Bo such that B n Bo = T. 
11.2.16 DEFINITION (bot  system). 
(i) Let G be a connected reductive group. Let T be a maximal torus of G and 
let B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T. Assume B = TU, where 
U =< U,l some a E @ >. Then a mot of a such that Ua c U is cded a 
positive mot relative to T and B. Denote by 0+ the set of all positive roots. 
(ii) Similady, we define the negative mots according to B-, and denote the set of 
negative mots by W. Actuaily, O = @+ U cP- and lOf 1 = 1W1. 
(Ci) A positiue simple mot is a root which can not be decomposed as a s u m  of two 
positive roots. We c d  the set of ail positive simple mots the fundumental 
root system, denoted by A. 
The semisimple rank of G is [Al. 
Any mot in Q is a h e m  combination of the simple roots with integer coefficients 
of same sign. 
11.2.17 DEFINITION. Let V be the vector space spanned by A over R the real 
field. For any a E V a nonzero vector, define 
where x E V and (, ) is a positive definite inner product (symmetric bilinear form 
cded Kilfing fom)  on V. The inner product is W-invasiant: ( w î ,  wx') = (2, x f )  
for w E W and 2, z' E V, i.e. W c O(V) the orthogonal group. The Weyl group 
Let aij =< ai, aj >= €2. The rnatrix (aii).,, is cded a Cartan matriz. 
This plays a very important role in the classification of Weyl groups, simple Lie 
algebras and semisimple algebraic groups. 
11.2.18 THEOREM (Clasdcation of Weyl groups and Simple Lie Algebras). 
Each simple algebraic group is related to a simpie Lie algebra. Ail possible simple 
Lie aigebras are of types A,, B, (n 2 2), en (n 2 2), D,, (n 2 4), &, E7, Es, 
F4 and G2. AIl possible Weyl groups are of the same types as Lie algebras except 
W(B,,) = W(Cn). Tbey can be described by the Dynkin diagrams as in [Hu2, 11.41 
( The Dynkin diagrams are in 1-1 correspondence with the Cartan matrices). 
3. Reflection group theory 
The material of this section is maidy from [Ka]. Some of the results may be 
found in other books or published papers. However this is the only book available 
which treats this topic so completely and in such detail. 
Let G be a c o ~ e c t e d  reductive group. Let T be some maximal t o m  of G and 
B > T be the Borel subgroup of G, let A = {ai, q, ..., al) be the fundamental 
root system with respect to B and T, @ (a+ or O-) is the root (positive or nega- 
tive) system. W = Nc(T)/T be the Weyl group which is isomorphic to the group 
generated by the set of simple reflections S = {sa,, sa,, ..., s,) 
11.3.1 DEPINITION (Weyl chambers). Let h = {ai,. . .al) be a fundamental 
root system. Let 
C = {t E Vl(t,ai) > O for i = L,2,. . . , 1 } .  
Then we cal1 C the fanamental chamber. Hai the hyperplane orthogonal to ai is 
cded a wall of C. {H& = 1,. . . ,l) are the walls of C. WC is called a chamber, 
where w E W. Its w d s  are the hyperplanes Hwac for i = l,2, . . . ,1. So the w d s  of 
d chambers are {Hala E 8). 
Thus we can give another definition of chambers: the c o ~ e c t e d  components of 
V - UaE&o. The Weyl group acts simply and transitively on the chambers. 
11.3.2 DEFINITION. Given I C {l, 2,. . . ,1), let 
Wr = the subgroup of W generated by {soi li E I ) .  
Any conjugate of such a group is calied a parabolie subgroup of W. 
= {W E Wll(wsai) = l(w) + 1 for i E 1). 
Then W = W*W~. For any w E W, then &t unique WI  E Wr and w' E W' such 
that w = wrwI and l(w) = I(wr) + 1(wf). 
Given a set I? C V the isotropy p u p  of CI is 
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11.3.4 THEOREM. Given a set l' c V the isotropy group of Wr c W is a 
parabolicgroup. ki particular, ifs E Cy W, = Wly where I = { i l (x ,  a;) = O for a; E 
A)- 
11.3.5 DEFINITION (Length and involution ). I(w) the length of w E W is the 
smdest integer n such that w can be written as a product of n elements fkom 
S, the a& of simple reflections. l(w) = n(w) = t (w) ,  where n(w) the number 
of positive mots transfomed by w into negative mots, and r ( w )  the number of 
reflecting hyperplanes which separate C and w - C. 
We know that W acts transitively and freeIy on the chambers. So there exists an 
element w E W such that WC = Cf, where 
w is an involution since w2 = 1. 
11.3.6 PROPOS~TION. 
(i) w is the unique elunent in W witb the greatest length whid t r d o r m s  d 
positive roots to negative mots. So I(w ) = la+[. 
(ii) w = - 1 if and oniy if W is of type Ai, Bn , Dzn , ET, Es, F4 and G2. 
(iii) w ( B )  = Bo, w(T)  = T. 
4. Representation theory of dgebraic groups 
IR this section G is semisimple. Let T be a maximal toms of G. Let B be a 
Borel subgroup of G containing T. Let A be a fiindamental mot system relative to 
B = TU and T. Let B- be the opposite Borel subgroup of B = TU-. Let W be 
the Weyl group. w E W is the involution such that w(U)  = U' . 
Let p : G + GL(V) ( V # O) be a rationd representation with finite kernel. This 
is always tme when G is simple. @(p) are the weights of the rationd representation. 
11.4.1 DEFINITION (Abstract weight). Let E be the vector space spanned by 
2 PlQ A A vectot C< E E is cded an abt?traet weight if < p, a >= 7Caf E Z . Let A be 
the set of d abstract weights, cded the weight lattice. Let A, be the root lattice: 
the subgroup of A generated by @ ( equivalently the lattice spanned by A oves 2. 
AlAr is called the fundamental group. 
The fwidamental group has the foIlowing stmcture for the following types: 
Al : Z/(1+ 1)Z 
4, s, & : 2/22 
Dl(l even): 2 /22 x 2/22 
q(1 odd): 2/42 
: 2/32 
E8, F4, G2 : O. 
11.4.2 DEFINITION. A weight p E A is called dominant if < p , a  >? O for ail 
a E A. There is a Zbas i s  {pl,. . . pn) such that < pi,  aj >= &j. pi are called 
the fundamental meights. SO a dominant weight p = ~ f , ~  qpi if d ci E Z+. E is 
partially ordered by: A 2 p if and only if A - p i s  zero or the sum of positive roots. 
11.4.3 PROPOSITION. 
(i) AIl dominant weights are in the dosure of the fundamental chamber. 
(ii) Each weïght is W-conjugate to one and ody one dominant weigizt. 
(ui) I f p  E A is dominant then p 2 w(p) for any w E W. 
Weights in d(p) an abstract weights. 
11.4.4 THEOREM (Lie-Ko1chi.n Theorem) ([Hull, 17.6). Let G be a comected 
solvable subgmup of GL(V). T h  G ha9 a common eigenvector. 
This theorem insures the existence of a l-dimensional subspace of V stable under 
p(B). A mMmal uectot u E V is a vector which spans such a subspace; equidently, 
O # v lies in some weight space and is fixed by p(V,), cr > 0. 
11.4.5 PROPOSITION ([Hul],31.2). Let u be t~ernaximdvectorofweight A. 
Let V' be the G-submoduie generated by v.  Then the weighta of V' are of the fom 
X - &a(& E @+, E Z+), and A itselfhas mdtiplicify 1. Moreover, V' has a 
unique submoduie. 
A is c d e d  the highcpt weight of V', d other weights being < A. By proposition 
4.1 (i) and (ii), this establishes: 
11.4.6 COROGLARY. The highest weiglzt is a dominant weigbt. 
11.4.7 DEF~N~TION (Irreducible representation) . A G-module V is irnducible if 
it has no nonzero proper submodule. 
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11.4.8 THEOREM ((Hull, 31.3). Let V be an irreducible (rational) G-module. 
(i) There is a unique B-stable I-dimeosional subspace, spanned by a maximal 
vector of some dominant weidt A, w h e  multipficity is 1. ( A  is caiied the 
highest weight of V.) 
(ii) Ail other weidts of V are of the form A - a(a E O+, c, E Z+). They are 
permuteci by W ,  with the W-conjugate weights having the same multipl'city 
(iii) Zf V' is another keducible G-module, of hïghest weight p, then V 2 V' if 
and o d y  if X = p. 
We obtain an injection from the set of ai l  irreducible representations of G to the 
set of a l l  dominant weights. We now construd an irreducible representation for a 
dominant weight A E X ( T )  (see [Hu1,31.5] and [Bo,5.6]). 
k t  A E X(T)  be a dominant weight, viewed as a function on B or B- by defining 
X(U) = A(U-) = 1. Define 
Evidently, FA is a subspace of 0(G),  stable under right translations 
for any z, y E G. FA is a Grnodule. 
Define a function on U-B by 
for z E U- and y E B. Since CI-B is open and dense in G, CA can be extended to 
G. The value of CA on any element of G can be described in tems of the Bruhat 
Decomposition, dehed in the following proposition. 
11.4.9 PROPOSITION ([Hull, 28.3; [Pull, 4.3). Let G be a connected reductive 
group. G = uWEw B'w B (disjoint union), witb B'w B = Btw'B if and only if w = w', 
called the Bruhat decomposition. 
Write the B ~ h a t  dewmposition in the fom G = UWEwB-wB. Then any g E G 
can be uniquely written in the fonn g = zwy for z E U-, y E B. Dehe 
CA(XWY) = A(Y),  if (W WJ) 
CA(~WY)  = O, if (w 4 WJ),  
where J = {ilai E A, sPiX = A) and WJ is the isotropy group of A generated by sa,- 
for j € J .  
Clearly CA is in FA. 
11.4.10 LEMMA. Let V # O be an irreduuble subspace of FA. Then V is the 
span of G c i  = {p&x)lz E G). 
Proof. Let f E V be the highest weight vector and p the highest weight. Then 
ps(f) = p(z)  f for ((z E B) .  i-e. 
(*) f(xb)=~(a)f(z), (zEG7bEB)w 
But, by f E FA and (*), 
(**) f(l)=f(tit-')=~(t)f(l)p(t-'), ( t a )  
W e  want to show that p = X and f is propotionai to CA. Taking x E U-? y B, 
So f (1) # O otherwise f = O would therefore Moish on U-B a dense open subset of 
G ([Hu1,28.5]), hence on G. By (**), C< = A. Since f(zy) = A(y)f(l) = f ( l ) c~ (xy)  
for x E U0,y E B by (***) then f = f (1)q  on U-B, henceon G. . 
11.4.11 THEOREM ([Bo], 5.3). There is a one to one correspondence between 
the set of dominant weights and the set of irreducibfe representations. 
5. Algebraic semigroup theory 
11.5.1 DEFINITION (Abstract semigroup). A set S with an associative operation 
is called a semigroup. A semigroup with an identity is c d e d  a monoid. Given X, a 
subset of a semigroup S, E(X) = Ce E Xle2 = e) is the set of idempotents in X. If 
e, f E E(S), then e 2 f if e f = f e = f. An element a E S is mgular if axa = a for 
some X E S. S is reguiar if ail the elements are regular. Let M be a monoid. An 
invertible element of M is called a unit. The set of ad units in M form a group G, 
cded the unit gmup of M. M is unit ngular if for each a E M there exists z E G 
such that a = aza. Equivalently, M = E(M)G.  
Let M be a monoid, a, b E M. aJb if MuM = MbM. The relation 9 on M is 
cded Green's relation. It is an equivalence relation, denoted the equivalence class of 
a by JO. Let U ( M )  = {J,IE(J.) # 4). Define a partial order on U ( M )  by J. 5 Jb 
if MaM c MbM. 
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11.5.2 DEFINITION (Aigebraic moaoid theory). An a~geb~aic  monoid is an f i e  
algebraic Mnety M defined over an algebraically closed field K togethet with an 
associative morphism m : M x M + M and a twesided unit 1 E M for m. M is an 
irreducible algebraic monoid if M is irteducible as a variety. E(M)  = {e E ~ ( e *  = e) 
is the set of idempotents of M. The unit group G of M is an dgebraic group. 
Let X, Y c M. Then X, Y are conjugate if there exists g E G such that go'X9 = 
Y. The centmlker of X in Y, 
and the nomalizer of X in Y, 
Ny(X) = (y E Y[Xy = yX). 
the right centmlizer of r in X ,  
Ck(r) = {z E Xlze = exe for ail e E r), 
and the lefi centmlizer of I' in X, 
~ i ( r )  = {z E Xlez = eze for di e E r). 
The center of M, 
C ( M )  = {z E Xlxy = yz for all y E M). 
11.5.3 THEOREM ([Pull, 3.15). Let M be an dgebraic monoid. Then M is 
isomorphic to a dosed submonoid of M(n, K). 
11.5.4 PROPOSITION (pull, 5.10). Let M be an irreducible algebraic monoid. 
Then U ( M )  is a hi te  Iattke. 
11.5.5 DEFINITION. An irreducible monoid M is reductiue if its unit group G is 
reductive. A .  Vnducible monoid M with zero is semisimple if G is reductive and 
dim C(G) = 1 
11.5.6 THEOREM ([Pull, 7.3). M is an reductive monoid with zero if and ody 
if M is regular. 
We assume the monoids are always reductive with zero henceforth. 
For M and G as above, let T be some maximal toms of G and B 2 T be the Borel 
subgroup of G, A = (ai, q , .-., al) be the fundamental mot system with respect to 
B and T, O (a+ or W) is the root (positive or negative) system. W = Nc(T)/T 
be the Weyl group which is isomorphic to the group generated by the set of simple 
reflections S = {sa,, sa>, ..-, sol). 
Cet the group G x G act on M by (g, h) a = goho' for g, h E G and a E M. 
By the above proposition, a, b E M Lie in the same 3-class if and only if a,  b Le in 
the same G x G orbit. So the 3-ciass of a is the orbit GaG. Denote the orbits by 
G\ M/G.  
11.5.7 THEOREM ([Pull, 3.6, 6.1, 6.3, 6.8, 6.10, 6.25). Let M, G, B and T be 
as above. 
(i) MaM = MbM if and only if GaG = GbG. 
(ii) G\M/G = U ( M ) .  
(iii) e, f E E(M) then Je = Jf if and only if e and f are conjugate under G. 
(iv) E(M)  = u ~ ~ ~ x - ~ E ( T ) z .  
- (v) M = BG = GË = ~ ~ ~ ~ z - ~ & .  
(vi) Ife ,  f E E(T) are conjugate under G then they are conjugate under W. 
In view of the above theorem ne have bijections 
G\M/G = U(M) +t E ( M ) / G  +r E(T)IW 
given by 
for e E E(T) where E ( M ) / G  denotes the set of G conjugacy classes in E ( M )  
and E(T)IW denotes the conjugacy classes in E(T). So the problem to determine 
U ( M )  is to find the set of W-conjugacy classes in E(T). Note that E(T) is a finite, 
reiatively mmplemented Iattice with partial order e < f dehed by e f = f e = e # f 
([Pul, Theorem 6.201). 
IL5.8 DEFINITION. Let M ,  G, B and T be as above. Then A Ç E(T) is a 
cross-section futtice if IA n JI = 1 for al1 J E U(M) and if e, f E A then Je 2 Jf 
implies e 2 f. 
Equivalently, A = {e E E(T)I B C C&(e)), a sublattice of E(T) ([Pul,Theorem 
9.1 O]). So hding  U ( M )  is equivalent to hding A. 
11.5.9 PROPOSITION ([Pull, 16.6). Let M' be a reductive monoid. Then the 
normaüzation ( M ,  r)) is &O reductive and r)  is finite and birationai. 
Let G be the unit group of M, and let G be the unit group of Mt. Let T be a 
maximal toms of G, then Tt = q(T) is a maximal toms of G'. There is a special 
characterization for a finite morphism of reductive monoids due to Renner. 
Let I) : M -+ Mt be a dominant morphism. Then t) is finite if and only if 
q-l(0)  = {O}. 
Note that if (M, r ) )  is a normdization of Mt, then q is dominant and finite. By 
[Pui, 10.121, E(T) = E(F) and A(M) = A(Mt). 
From the above discussion, it follows 
11.5.10 THEOREM. Suppose ( M ,  q)  is a normalization of Mt. Let T C G and 
T' c Gt be as above. Then 
(i) E(T) = E(F), 
(ii) A(M) = A(Mt), 
(iii) qlG is an isomorphism fkom G to G' and 
(iv) if Mt is s-simpIe then M is sexzjsimpfe. And (T, is a nomakation of (m, 3.7,6.4]). 
Let us explain (iii) a Little more. Since (t), M) is a normalization of Mt theie 
exists an open subset U of M' such that q : r)-l(U) + U is an isomorphism. So 
q : V + V t  ia an isomorphism. V = r ) - l ( ~ )  n G and V t  = U n C are open dense 
subsets of G and G'. By [Hui, Lemma 7-41, G = and C = (VI)*. So q : G + Gt 
is an isomorphism. 
Also we can see the above fsct by intuition. Since any reductive group is normal 
the normalization of a monoid does not change the unit group. 
Let T be an irreducible diagonal monoid with zero. Then T is normal if and ody 
if, for d x E X(T) ,  n E Z+, nX E x(T) impiies x E X(T) ( see [Pul, 16.7) ). 
CHAPTER III 
CROSS SECTION LATTICE AND CON- HULL 
Let M be a reductive monoid with G its unit group. Let T be a maximal toms 
of G. Let B be a Borel subgroup containing T. This chapter gives a description of 
E(T) of a reductive monoid. It shows that E(T) is isomorphic to the face lattice of 
some convex hd. Thus we obtain a geometrical description of the r-classes of the 
reductive monoids. We refer to [Hull, [So. section 51 and [Pul, chapter 81 for some 
of the ideas, to and [To] for the original idea: t o m  embeddings. 
1. One parameter groupa and charaeters 
111.1.1 D E F W ~ O N .  Let X(T)  be the character group of T. Let Y(T)  be the 
one purorneter subgrvup of T: set of homomorphisms fiom G,,, + T with multipli- 
cation AX' : z + A(z)Ar(z) for z e G, = K*. 
111.1.2 EXAMPLE. Let T,, = D(n, K). Then X(T.) SZn, Y(T,) %En. 
111.1.3 DEPINITION (Zbilinear pakiig). If x E X(T)  and X E Y(T) then 
is a rational homomotphism and thus bas the form z + za for some a EZ and all 
x E Gin. Write < X ,  A >= a. Thus we have a Z-bilinear pairing [BI, 516.11 
defined by 
x()<(t)) = t-J> 
for x E X(T) ,  A E Y(T)  and t E K*. 
This paihg extends to a nondegenerate R-bilinear pairing X x Y + R of vector 
spaces where X = X(T)@R and Y = Y(T)@ R. 
111.1.4 DEFINITION. Define an action of W on Y(T)  by 
for t E K* and X E Y(T). Then wA E Y ( T )  and 
for w E W, x E X(T) and X E Y(T) .  
The action of W on X(T)  and Y(T)  extends to an R-linear action on X and Y 
such that C, > is W-invariant. 
Let T,, = D(n, K), let D, be the closure of T,: the diagonal matrices of M(n, K) . 
Clearly, D, is a monoid. W e  have 
where ail the maps are inclusions. 
111.1.5 DEPINITION. A character of an alge6raic monoid with zero is a mor- 
phism x : M -+ (K, .) such that ~ ( 1 )  = 1, and ~ ( 0 )  = 0. 
Let X ( M )  denote the commutative semigroup of all characters on M. If x E 
X(G)  extends (uniquely) to a character of X E X ( M )  then we have an injection 
X ( M )  -r X(G) by ji -r x [Pl, $81 and the above diagrarn induces the following 
commutative 
where all the 
X(T,) --, X ( T )  
maps are restriction. Since X(Tn) Zn we may assume that 
where y is the +th coordinate function on T,. The diagram above is defined by 
Now we have aa injection 
where N is the set of nonnegative integers. 
2. Idempotents and toric varieties 
IIi.2.1 DEFINITION. 
(i) Define a rational polyhedrol cone C in Y by 
More precisely, C is the convex polyhedral cone: 
where A i  are called the generators of C. Note that {Ai} may not be Iineârly 
independent. We cal1 C a cone. 
(ii) It is easy to see that C n (OC) = {O). That is, C is stmngly convez. Let 
3(C) denote the set of faces of C partially ordered by inclusion. Then the 
poset 3(C) is h i t e  [Fu, ~121. If T, z' E 3 ( C )  then r n f E 3(C) [Fu,1.2.3]. 
Thus 3(C) is a fmite lattice with minimai element {O). 
Let relint(r)  denote the relative interior of the face T of C. Let A, E Y(T) n 
r e h t ( r ) .  Since A,(t) =diag(t<xlpk>, . . . , t<xmJ~>)  we define a map from the face 
lattice 3(C) of C to E(T) by r + ez, where 
Supose that &A' relint(r) n Y(T). If 1 j 5 n then (x,, A) > O if and only if 
(x jy A') > O. SO the above map makes sense. 
111.2.2 THEOREM ([KKM], Theorem 2) .  
Let T C T. be a torus and xi ,  ~ 2 ,  . . . , xn E X ( T )  be the restrictions of the 
coordinate functions on T, to T. Let T act on T by lefi multiplication. Let 
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If r E F(C) let e, E E(T) be the corresponding idempotent. Then 
(i) the rnap r + eZ is bijective from F(C) to the set of T-orbits on T and 
(ii) i fr ,~ '  E 3 ( C )  then r c T' ifand o n l y i f z c  Te+ 
It foUows fiom (i) that each T-orbit on T contains an idempotent e. This idem- 
potent is unique. For suppose te E E(T) for some t E T. Then ~ i ( e )  E {O, 1 )  for 
1 5 i n. In either case xi(të) = ~ i ( e )  so te = e. Thus e is unique. Suppose 
that r, r E F(C) and T c z'. The set {a E Tlaez = a) is closed and includes Te, 
- 
because e, is idempotent, so it indudes Te, and hence contains e+ by (ii). Thus 
e,-te, = e+ so that ey 2 e+ Thus 
III. 2 .3 COROLLARY ([Sol, 5.25). The rnap r + e, is a Iat tice anti-isomorpl~ism 
fiom F(C) o f C  to E(T). 
111.2.4 DEFIN~TION (Dud of a polyhedrai). k t  
be the dual of C. Then 
For any T E 3(C), dehe  r* 3(CV) by 
Then the map r -r r* is an lattice antCisomorphism fiom F(C) to 3(CV). It follows 
that the map r* + eV = e e  is a lattice isomorphism. Sometimes it is convenient to 
work with the cone CV. 
The cones C and CV are invariant under the action of W. To see this, recall 
that W permutes XI,. . . , xn by (2.14) of chapter IL. Thus fiom (2.4.1) we have 
WCV = CV. If A E C and w E W then by (1.4.2) < xi, WA >=< w-lXi,  A >1 O so 
wX E C. Thus W C  = C. It follows that 
W 3 ( C )  = F(C) and W3(CV) = F(CV). 
Suppose r E F(C) and w E W .  W e  have 
we,tüL = Similady, w e r  ut-' = %+. Thus 
111.2.5 PROPOSITION, T h  is a lattice (anti-)isomotp6ism between the set of 
W-orbits of (F(C)) 3(CV) and the cross section lattice A\O. 
Let Go be a comected semisimple algebraic group of rank 1 and let p : Go + GL. 
be a rational representation with finite kernel. Let G = Kep(Go) and M = M(p)  = 
- 
G. Then M is a semisimple monoid with Z(G) = (tilt E K'). Let T = K*p(To) 
(or Tg ) be the maximal toms of G (or Go ). No,(To)/To Z NG(T)/T because p 
ha3 the finite k e d .  In what follows we identiry these two Weyl groups and let W 
denote either of these groups. With this identification we have w(p O 8) = p O (we) 
for w E W and 6 E Y(To). 
Let Oi, . . . , el be the Zbasis for Y(To). Then TO = {B~( t i )  . . . Oi(t4)  lti, . . . , ti E 
K*). To compute C we choose Ao, Al,. . . , A l  E Y(T) such that 
where Ao(t) = diag(t, . . . , t )  and A i  = p O Bi- Let Y' = Y(p(To))@R. Then 
and the Weyl group fixes the h t  summand and stablizes the second. 
Since C = { d o  + A' E YI < Xj,rA + At >1 O for 1 j n and r 2 O) it is not 
hard to check that C = R+C(l), where 
is the convex h d  of its intersections wit h the one dimensional faces of C. Its vertices 
are in Y(T)@Q. If A r €  Yr and 1 < Xj,X > ( 1 for all j then Ao+Ar E C(1). So 
dim~C(1)  = 1. It fouows fiom 2.3 and 2.5 that 
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111.3.1 PROPOSITION- 
(i) There is a lattice an ti-isomorp6ism from the face lat tice of F(C(1)) including 
the empty face to E(T). 
(ii) There is a httice anti-isomorphism fiom the set of W-orbits of F(C(1)) to 
the cross-section lat tice A\O. 
Define ~o = (xi + - - O  + xl)/n whese X j  is the restriction of c j  to T. 'Let X' = 
X(p(T0)) @ R = O< E XI < x, Ao >= O). Since dimaXr = I and < ~ 0 ,  A. >= 1 we 
have 
X = R x o @ X r  
The Weyl group also fixes the first summand and stablizes the second. Similarly, let 
then CV(l) is stable under W. By the above proposition, we have 
111.3.2 THEOREM ([Sol], 55 ). 
(i) CV(l) = {zy=l r jx j l t j  2 O a d  x;=I r j  = 1 )  is the convex h d  of xi. 
(ii) There is a lattice isomorphism fiom the face Iattice of 3(CV(1)) induding 
the empty face to E(T). 
(fi) There is a Iattice isomorphism fiom the set of W-orbits of F(CV(l)) to the 
cross-section la t tice A\O. 
The Xj are the weights of the representation T L, T,. Since To + p(To) + T, 
there is a homomorphism n : X(T)  -+ X(To) of abelian groups. The functions n o  Xj 
are the weights of the representation of p, since the restriction of r to X ( T )  n X' is 
injective. With slight abuse of terminology we have 
111.3.3 PROPOSITION ([Rl], 53). CV(l) is the convex Bull of the set 9(p) of 
weights of p. Particularly, if p is an irreducible representation corresponding to a 
dominant weight p then CV(l) is the convex hull of W.p. 
CHAPTER IV 
LATTICES OF 3-CLASSES OF 3-IRREDUCIBLE MONOIDS 
This chapter sketches the main result of [PR11 and gives an equivalent geornetrical 
description. 
1. 3-irreducible monoids 
IV.1.I DEFINITION. A reductive monoid M is a &irreducible rnonoid if al1 
&al non-zero idempotents are conjugate. 
To constmct a 3-irreducible monoid we choose an algebraic group Go and a 
rational representation p : Go + GLn for some n, with finite kernel. Then M(p) = 
K p(Go ) is an irreducible monoid but not necessarily 3-kreducible. However M( p)  
is 3-irreducible if p is an irreducible representation and Go is semisimple (see [RI, 
Corollary 8.3.31). 
Note M = normalbation of M(p) is the semisimple monoid correspondhg to the 
polyhedml mot systetn (9, X(T),  CV = x(T)) (see [V 1-41). 
Putcha and Renner [PRl, 4.161 gave a precise recipe for constmcting the lattice 
of 3-classes and the type map of a 3-irreducible monoid M. We sketch the main 
results here. 
For e E A the cross section Iattice, let 
I(e) = {a E Als,e = esa # e), and 
J(e) = {a E Alsac = es, = e). 
Let eo be the unique minimai nonzero idempotent in A, and define JO = J(eo). 
IV.l.2 THEOREM ([PRI], 4.11, 4.12, 4.16). 
(i) J(e )  = {O E Jo\I(e)ls,sB = sas, for d#3 E I ( e ) )  
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(ii) I : A\{O) + P(A), e -t I(e),  is an order presemhg injection. 
(fi) S(C A) = I(e) for some e E A X n o  component of S lies entirely in JO. h 
particular, I(Q) = 4 
W .  1.3 PROPOSITION. Let p be the imducible representation corresponding to 
a dominant ~dig6t I< = c::,~ ajC<i. Let I ( p )  = {&i # O ) .  Then JO = A\I(p). 
PmoJ Let v E V be the highest weight vector of weight f i .  Then by [Hu1,§31], 
the isotropie group of Ku is PL = BWLB, where L = {a E A(p(s,)v = v )  = 
A \ ( )  So it suffices to show that L = JO. Let I' be the set of weights of the 
representation p. Let VA = {u E V[p(t)v =< A, t > v = A(t)v) for A E ï. Then 
V = eAErVA. Note that V, = Kv. To simpiify notation, we denote p(g)z by g.z 
for g E G and z E V .  Now by PR.1; Theorem 5-31? eo.V = vB" = K v .  So 
since < p, eo ># O and eo is an idempotent. Also 
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e0.U = eoSa.U = SaSm eoSa.V 
= sa. < p, szleosa > v 
= s , . < s , p , ~ > v = s , . < p , e ~ > u  
= s,eo.v for a E L, and 
O = e0 .v~  = saeo.vx 
eOdo-v)< = ~ a 8 g ~ ~ ~ p . ~ ~  
= sa. < At ( s z l e o ~ a )  > VA 
= h. < sJ,eo > V A  
=Ofora€  L a n d p f A ~ r ,  
since saA < p. Thus Q = s,eo = eos,. So that L C JO. 
Conversely, for a E JO, 
Thus a E L, so that JO C L. 
2. Geometrical description of Putcha and Renner's result 
Let  M = M(p) be constmcted as in $1, where p is the irreducible representation 
corresponding to a dominant weight p. Then CV(l) is the convex hull of W.p 
by proposition 3.3 of Chapter III. Thus there is a lattice isomorphism fkom the 
face lattice of F(CV(l)) including the empty face to E(T), and there is a lattice 
isomorphism fkom the set of Wsrbits of 3(CV(1)) to the cross-section Iattice A\O. 
IV.2.1 PROPOSITION. Let 
Prwf. Since the W-orbit of any point in the space R' intersects with at 
one and only one point ([K1,§8]). By theorem 3.2 of chapter III the proposition 
follows. . 
W.2.2  EXAMPLE (Type &). Let M = K*p(G) which is &irreducible. Where 
G is a simple algebraic group of type 4 and p is an irreducible representation for 
a dominant weight p = pz + 83. 
In this case, I ( p )  = {aa, a3) and JO = {ai, -1. Given an e E A there is in 1-1 
correspondence a subset [(e) Ç A by Putcha and Renner's recipe. By lemma 2.1 
there is a face T E S in 1-1 correspondence with e. Denote by ~ ( e )  the set of edges 
in r attached to p. Each r (e )  uniquely determines an element of S. 
We list the relation between I (e)  and r ( e )  in the following table: 
Y alSa2CC, Sa4S [(e) =A ++ ~ ( e )  = Ur; sa2p, sa3p s W P I  
Where [x; y, 2,. . .] is the set of edges with first end point z fixecl and other end- 
points y, z, etc. 
2.3. Edges with common end point p. 
Now we would Like to know how many edges are attacheci to the same end point 
p in Cv(l). 
Let [ x ,  y] denote the segment with endpoints z, y. Define [z, y] to be conjugate to 
[u, v]  under the Weyl group W if there exists a w E W such that w z  = u, wy = V .  
Since b, s,,.p] E F(CV(l ) )  for ail ak E I ( p )  and all the other edges attaching to p 
must conjugate to one of these edges. Let N denote the number of edges attaching 
p in 3(CV(1)). 
IV.2.3 PROPOSITION. Let WJ for J C A be the psrabolic subgroup of W 
generated by sa E J .  Then 
Proof. (i). The isotropy group of p under the action of W is Wj. So (i) is Crue. 
(ii) Suppose there are Ni edges with p one of the endpoints conjugating to [C<, spi plD 
IW, 1 It is d c i e n t  to show that Ni = eu. The isotropie group of C< is Wh. Then 
Ji 
N, =order of the Wh-orbit of saip. The stabilizer subgroup of saip in WJo is 
Obviously, WJ~ = Wj0 n s, wJ,s;' for Ji as in the theorem. . 
IV.2.4 PROPOSITION. A is deteirnined by the cone s p m d  by the set of vectors 
{& = w.s,,.p for w E WI, and ak E I ( p ) } .  
with vertex at p. More prec'selx t k e  is a lattice isomorphism between A and the 
set of faces of the cone whkh intersect with F nonempty 
Proof. By 2.1, Al (subset of A of rank 1) is in 1-1 correspondence with the set 
So the set of all the one dimensional faces of Cv(l)  with p as one of its endpoint is 
So the proposition foilows fiom 2.1 and 2.3. . 
C W T E R  V 
(3, u)-IRREDUCIBLE MONOIDS 
This chapter introduces the new concept of (9, a)-irreducible monoid as well 
as the construction of these monoids. This new concept arose naturaily in the 
constmction of finite monoids (see [PR2,§4], (R2j and [R3]). 
1. Cornpactification of a finite group of Lie type 
For each finite group of Lie type, (PB] constmcts a certain monoid modeled on 
the canonicd compatification of DeConcini and Procesi PP] for reductive groups. 
Given a reductive monoid M with Frobenius endomorphism o : M + M, it yields 
a finite monoid Mo = {z E Ml+) = x) .  
V.1.1 EXAMPLE. Let M = M(n,  K )  with a : M -+ M defined by 
where q is the power of p. Then M, = M(n, F*). 
Let Go be a simple algebraic group. CheMLley (see [St, 5111) classifieci all end* 
morphisms a : Go + Go such that (G& = {z f Go (a(z) = x )  is a finite group. 
Let a : Go + Go be a surjective morphism such that (Go)# is nnite. Then there 
is a Borel subgroup Bo of Go and a maxima toms To of Bo such that a(To) = To 
and o(Bo) = Bo [St, §IO]. Let A be the fLndamentd root system associated with 
the maximal toms To of Go. Let a* : X(To) + X(To) be the map induced by alTo. 
Then there exists a nontrivial symmetric automorphism of the Dynkin diagram ,g 
and a scalar factor q : O + N such that 
o*(e(a)) = q(a)a for all cr E A. 
V.1.2 DEFINITION (Endomorphism of dgebraic groups). Shere are two types 
of a. 
(1) Chevailey and Steinberg type: If the root systems are A,, Dn and Es 
then v = Frq 0 e where Fr,(t) = t* for ail t E T and q is some power of p, 
the characteristic of the field K. 
(2) Suzuki and Ree type: If the root system is C2, G2 or F4, then q(a) = pu 
for a long, and q(a)  = p4+' for a short. Here p = 2 for Cz and F4, and p = 3 
for G2 . 
Since Go is generated by CI, for all a E Q, in either case, we can d t e  more 
Where q ( a )  = q if all mots have the same length and c, E K* is determined by 
uGX(1) = za(Çx). 
Let Go, Bo and To be the same as above. Let @ be the root system of Go relative 
to Bo and To. Let G = K*Go, T = K*To a maximal toms of G and B = K'Bo a 
Borel subgroup of G. Then X(T)  = X(To) $2. So we can identify the root system 
@ of Go with that of G via a = (a$). 
V.1.3 EXAMPLE. Let Go = SL(n, K ) ,  To = SL(n, K )  n D(n, K) and Bo = 
SL(n, K) n T(n, K). Then G = K8Go = GL(n, K), T = T,, and B = T(n, K). Let 
p = al+-+a1, where A = {al, . . . ,ai) (1 = n-1) is thefundamentalroot system 
relative to To and Bo. Let C be the smdest cone containing {(wa, 1)lw E W }  in 
X(T)  then (X(T) ,  è, C) is a polyhedral root system. 
V.1.4 DEFINITION. A polyhedral root system of semisimple mnk n is a triple 
(X, O, C) ([RI, 3-61), where 
(i) X is a free abelian group of rank n + 1 
(ii) O C X spans a subgroup (O) of X of rank n. 
(iii) C c X is the intersection of a rational polyhedral cone of dimension n + 1 of 
x c3 Q. 
(iv) (Xo, i P )  is rwt system in the usual sense (9 c Xo), where Xo = ( x  E Xlmx E 
(@) for some rn E 2). Xo is a free abelian group of rank n. 
(v) C is invariant under W. 
V.1.5 THEOREM ([RI], 6.5). There is a bijection between the set of isomor- 
phsm dames of normal semisimple monoids and the set of isomorphism classes of 
polybedraf root systems 
Let M be a normal semisimple monoid 6 t h  unit group G. Then there exists a 
polyhedral mot system ( X ( T ) ,  O, C) corresponding to it. 
V. 1.6 TAEOREM (NI, 54). : G + G extends to a surjective morphism 
o : M + M s u d  that Gu and Ms are finite if and o d y  if 
(i) u*(C) C C, and 
(ii) n C  08(C) 
V.1.7 PROPOSITION ([FE], 2.2; [w, 4.1). Let G be a connected algebraic 
group with endomorphîsm a : G + G suc6 that G, is f i te .  Suppose that G acts 
traositiveiy on X ( f i e  MDety) via G x X + X .  Assume there exists y : X + X 
compatible with c: ~ ( g z )  = o(g)~(z) if g E G and z E X. Then X, = {z E 
XI+) = x )  is not unpty 
Suppose that Go is a simple algebraic group and a : Go -t Go is of Chevalley 
type or Steinberg type. So if o(To) = To and @(Bo) = Bo then a*(&)) = q a  for a l l  
a E A. Ch- a dominant weight p = x:=, aipi (see 4.1 of Chapter 1) in X(To) 
such that o*(p) = qp and ai > O for aU i. 
We simplify Putcha and Renner's constniction in [PR21 as follows: Let p : Go -+ 
GL(V) be the irreducible repnsentations corresponding to p. Let 
Then a can be extendecl to M and Mu is a finite monoid. Equivalently, M is the 
semisimple monoid corresponding to the polyhedral mot system (X(T) ,  @, C), where 
C is the smaiiest cone in X(T)  containhg {(top, 1)lw E W) and X(T)  = X(To) $2. 
Extend u* to X(T)  by o*(A,t) = (o*(X),tq) for any X E X(To) and t E 2. So 
b*(C) = qC. 
V .  1.8 THEOREM. Let I' be the set of simple involutions of W, dat ive  to (Bo)@ 
and (To),. Then the cross section Iattice of M, is isomorphic to 2r. 
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V.1.9 REMARK. 
(i) In [PW, the dominant weight p is a strongly dominant weight: d coeficients 
of pi are positive integers. 
(ii) 08(p) = qp. So M is 3-itreducible, semisimple and normal. 
If we ch- aa arbitrary dominant weight p then the concept of (3, o)-irreducible 
monoids e s e s  naturally. 
2. Definition and construction of (3,o)-irreducible monoids 
V.2.1 DEFINITION. A (3, o)-imducible monoid M is a reductive monoid with 
an endomorphism o of M such that (W,a) act transitively on E ~ ( F )  the set of 
minimal nonzero idempotents in E(T). More precisely, let Ai = A n E ~ ( T )  then a 
permutes the set Al. In other words, for any e E E~(T) ,  
E ~ ( T )  = We u Ma(=) uw.oZ(e) . . . . 
Obviously, M is a (3, a)-irreducible monoid if M is 3-irreducible and o = 1. 
This specid case is well studied in [PRl]. However, many of the (3, a)-irreducible 
monoids are usually not 3-irreducible. 
Let Go be a simple algebraic group with endomorphisrn o : Go + Go such that 
(Go)# = {x E Golu(x) = 2 )  is a finite group. Suppose a is of Steinberg type or 
Chevalley type. Choose an arbitrary dominant weight p = ~ f ; ~ a i p i  in X(To). 
Let pi : Go + GL(K)  be the irreducible representations corresponding to ei-lCc for 
i = 1,2 (or 3 for @ only). 
Defme 
p = $pi : Go + G&(@K) 
and 
M = normalkation of M(p)  = K*p(Go). 
V.2.2 THEOREM. 
(i) M and M(p) are (3, o)-llnducible monoids. 
(ii) M, is finite. 
(iii) M, is 3-irreducible 
PmoJ Let T = K8p(To) and C = Kep(Go). Since p has finite kernel, p(G0) is 
&O a simple algebraic group. We can identify the root system of P ( G ~ )  relative to 
p(To) and p(Bo) with that of Go. Also there is a commutative diagram: 
We use the same notation a for the bottom map. 
Since X(T)  = X(p(T0)) $ 2, let (p, 1) E X ( T )  and a* extends to X(T)  by 
oi(x, t) = ( o * ( ~ ) ,  tg ) .  Then af is induced fiom ol : G -t G, ~ ~ ( ~ , . t )  = (a(g), t q )  . 
- Note that @(p) = qe(p). 
Let Cr be the smdest convex cone containhg (w.~~-'(~), 1). Let CV be the 
smdest convex cone containing u C ~ .  Then M is the semisimple monoid corne- 
sponding to the polyhedml mot system (O, X(T) ,  CV = x(T)) (see [Rl]). oC(C) c C 
and qC c o*(C). 
For (l), M(p) is dearly (3, a)-irreducible by the constmction. By (4.8) of Chapter 
1, M and M(p) have the same cross section lattice. Thus M is also (3, a)-irreducible. 
For (2), since o'(C) C C and qC C a*(C), the ûnite morphism u : G -t G can 
be extended to a : M + M such that 0, and Mp are finite by (1.3). So Ma is the 
finite monoid with unit group G,,. 
For (3), it is enough to show for the case e2 = 1. Let el, ez be two nonzero 
minimal idempotents in the crostsection lattice A of M. Then cr(el) = ez and 
4 e 2 )  = el. So 
where A# = {e E A(o(e) = e) is the cross-section lattice of Mu. For any e E A,\@ 
either e > el or e > el. In the former caae e = m(e) > a(el) = e2, so that e > elVe2. 
Then el V e2 is the unique nonzero minimal idempotent in &. 
For o of Suzuki type or Ree type, one can not obtain a finite monoid M, fiom a 
semisimple monoid M as above, because the requirement that o : M + M would 
imply that a2(t) = Pz'+' for ail t E z(G(M))O and some o > O ([12]). But a(t) = tm 
2 2a+1 implies o2 (t ) = tm = t p  for all t , which is impossible. The foilowing const mction 
is contained in [PR2]. 
Assume Go is a simple algebraic gmup of type C2, Fq, or G2 and a : Go -+ Go an 
endomorphism of R e  or S d  type. Assurning o(To) = To and a(Bo) = Bo with 
TQ C Bo, we can arrange the simple mots A = {ai, ( s = L or 2 ) for ai short 
and pi long so that u*(oi) = papi and #*(Pi) = pa+'cri. Choose p = zEi oipi 
(some ai  rnay be zero, not as in (PRZ]), a dominant weight. Then a8(p) is also a 
dominant weight, and u*(c<) is not a multipleof p since O* has no rational eigendues 
on X(T)@R. Let p' = o*(p)/pO. Let m : G + GL(Vi) and pz : G -t GL(&) be 
the irreducible representations with highest weight p and p' respectivery, and let 
p = pl $ pa. Define 
M to be the normalization of M(p)  = p(Go)(K8 x K*). 
Let G = p(Go)(Ke x K*), and let T be the maximal t o m  of G containing To. 
Then X(T) = X(T0) $ z*. Let x = (p, 1,O) and = (p', 0, l )  then CV = x(T) is 
the smdest polyhedral cone containing W.X U W-x'. The morphism a : Go + Go 
extends to o : G + G by a(g, s, t )  = (o(g), Pa+', spa ) and this yields o* : X (T) + 
X(T) by #*(y, a,P) = (o*(r), f+'p,paa).  Since o*(x) = pax' and C'(XI) = 
u*(x(T)) 5 x(T) with Ç a8x(T). Thus there exists a unique a : M + 
~ e x t e n d i n ~ u : T - t T a n d c : ~ + ~ .  
V.2.3 PROPOSITION ([PR2], Theorem 4.10). M is (3 ,~ ) - i r red  ucible and Mo 
is fiaite and 3-irreducible. 
3. A\{O) and A,\{O) for some special (&a)-irreducible monoids 
V.3.1 DEFMITION (General questions). We are now in a position to ask the 
following questions. 
(A) What is U(M), or equivalently A ? 
(B) What is U(M,), or equidently A@ ? 
If p = xi,, aipi, define I(p) = {ai E Ala; # O). More precisely, we should answer 
these two questions in terms of the following separate cases: 
(1) ~ * ( l o  =qn(/r)* 
(2) o*@) # q n w  
The foiiowing sections give a complete and combinatorial answer to case (1). W e  
leave case (2) for the next chapter. 
The following theorem follows directly from section 3 of Chapter III. 
V.3.2 THEOREM. For Steinberg type let Cy(1) be the convex hull of w.&lp. 
Let CV(l) be the convex 6uZf of ~Cr(1 ) .  For Suzuki or Ree type let Cr(1) be the 
convex hull of W.(p, 1,O). Let CZ(1) be the convex h d  of W.(pr,O, 1). Let CV(l) 
be the convex hdi of Cr(1) and Cr(1). Then 
(i) there is a lattice isomorpiÛsm h m  the face lattice of 3(CV(1)) induding the 
empty face to E(T); 
(ii) there is a Iattice isomorphsm from the set of Wsrbits of F(CV(l)) to the 
cross-section lat tice A\O. 
V.3.3 COROLLARY. Lt o is of Steinberg type and u*(p) = q(p) then M is 9- 
irreducible and U ( M )  U(M(p1) ) .  M ( p i )  = K8pi(Go) 
PmoJ This follows immediately fiom (ii) of the above theorem and the fact 
that CV(l) = Cy(1) for al l  i. 
This coro11ary says that the class of 3-keducible monoids is a special class of 
(3, a)-irreducible monoids. 
V.3.4 DEFINITION. Let Ag be the set of equidence classes under Q, i.e. the 
set of porbits of A. It can be considered as the fundamental root system relative 
to B, and T ,  ([Ca,§13]). 
More precisely, we identify A, case by case as follows: 
(1) For case Ar, let 1 = 2k - 1 and A = {ai,. . , ai) then Ag is 
of type CC. 
(2) For cape Al, let 1 = 2k and A = (al,. .. ,at) then A* is 
of type Bk. 
(3) For case Dl, Let A = {ai,.  ., al) and e(cq-i) = a1 then A* is 
of type BZ-~- 
(4) For case DI, let A = { a 1 , a ~ , a ~ , ~ ) .  Let e3 = 1 and al be the root in the 
center of the Dynkin diagram of 4- Then A, is 
of type FI. 
Defme an natural projection r : A + A, by 
where m is the order of g. Let p and cr as in Corollary 3.3. Let I'(P) = n ( l ( p ) ) .  Since 
g(I(c<))  = I ( p )  then r - ' (~ ' (~) )  = I(p) .  Let Jh = A,\f'(p)- Since e(I(p)) = I ( p )  
then r-L(I'(p)) = I (p ) .  Thus Jh = n(Jo). Let eo denote the unique minimal 
idempotent of &\{O). We have 
V.3.5 THEOREM. 
(i) These is an order presefyiI1g injection 
(5) Any S(Ç A,) = K(e) for some e E &, if and only if S has no connected 
component completely contained in Ji .  u1 particuiar, I(eo) = 4. 
PmoJ (i) For e E At according to Theorem IV.l.2, a subset I(e)  E A such that 
no comected components of I(e)  lies in JO. Furthemore, e E A,\(O) if and ody if 
e ( I (e ) )  = I(e) .  Let K(e) = r ( I ( e ) ) .  This proves (i). 
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(ii) The above proof implies the "if" part. So it s&ces to show the "only if" part. 
That is, if S(Ç Ag) has no connected components contained in Jo then S = K(e) 
for some e E A,\{O). 
Let I = no1(S). Then e l  = I by definition of r. It is enough to show that 1 has 
no connected components contained in JO. 
Suppose that I has a connectecl component Il contained in JO. Then @(Il)  is also 
a connected component of I ,  and e(Il)  Ç JO since e(Jo) = JO. Thus Si = r ( I i )  C 
*(JO) = J # .  So that Si as a comected component of S is contained in J;. But that 
is a contradiction. 
C W T E R  VI 
GENERAL RESULTS ON (3, a)-IRREDUCIBLE MONOIDS 
This chapter gives a g e d  combinatorid description for the lat tices of 3-classes 
of (3, o)-irredwible monoids of type D: for any n > 3 and A, (n < 3). W e  show 
- that there is no similar generd description for (9, o)-irreducible monoids of type 
A:. This Bves evidence that there is no generd description for (3, a)-irreducible 
monoids of type A: for n > 3 and Es. In addition, we obtain a generd description 
for the latticea of ,7-ciasses of arbitrary finite reductive monoids Mo. 
1. A general recipe to detemine U(M,) 
VI.I.1 PROPOS~T~ON. Let M (or M(p) )  be the (&a)-irreducible monoid for 
some p as constnicted in above chapter. Let CV(l) be the convex hzd of 
Let S = {r E ~ ( ~ ~ ( l ) ) ( r e ü n t ( ~ ) n C  # d), wheze Fis the dosure of the fundamental 
cfzamber. Tiien S r A\{O}. 
Define W, = {w E Wlewe-' = w}.  W, is the Weyl group of type Cc (Bk, 
Biel, G2 or FI) for W the Weyl group of type Azk-l (Azk, Di, D4 and Es ) and 
corresponding p ( d e r  to [Ca,Chaptet 131 for details). 
Let r : A + AQ be the projection as in (3.4) of Chapter V. Let p be a dominant 
weight and p # &)- Let It(p) = * ( I ( p ) ) .  Let Ji = A,\It(p). 
VI.1.2 THEOREM. 
(i) There is an order presming injection 
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(ii) Any S(C Ag) = K(e)  for some e E A, if and ody if K(e)  ha9 no component 
completely con tained in JO. 
We need some lemmas to prove this theorem. 
VI.1.3 LEMMA. Let X €Rn 6e any convex h d  of some finite points. Let 
dimX = n. Let A be any linear transformation of Rn induced by the permutation 
of the coordinates which satisiîes that = 1 and A(X)  = X. Define p as a 
projection fiom Rn to Rm (rn n) by p ( z )  = x + Az/2 (consider p ( z )  E Rm by 
isomorphism). Then 
(i) p(X) is a convex h d  of some hite points, 
(ii) if r is a faoe of p(X) then ~ - l ( r )  is a face of X ,  and 
(iii) r is a f x e  of p(X) if iuid ody if there &sts a face u of X such that p ( v )  = r 
and A(v) = v .  
Proof. For (i), it is true since p is cleady a lineat projection. 
For (ü), given any z = (si, 22, .  . . , xn) E Rny without loss of generality we may 
assume 
such that A2 = 1. Then p ( z )  = (yi, y2,. . . ,ym) where yi = zn-i+i + zi/2 for 
i = 1 ,..., k and yi = z; for i = k+ 1 ,...,m. By definition 2.1 of [ZG], we assume 
that 
where ci y1 + cl92 + + %ym 5 CO is a valid inequality for p(X). So for any 
z E p-l(r), it satisfies the equation %)(si + xn) + O  - + 4 ( z L  + z , + ~ + ~ )  + c k + ~ z k + ~  + 
+ hz,  = 9, and it is &O true that the inequality v(zl + zn) + - + y(xk + 
z,-~+~) + q+lxk+l+ + -2, ai is valid for X. That is to Say, pw1(r)  is a 
face of X .  
For (iü), let v = p-l(r).  By (ii), A(v) = v and p ( v )  = r. Conversely, given v a 
face of X s a t i w g  A(v) = u, we may assume that 
and the inequaüty clzi + ~ 2 x 2  + - - -  + %xn 5 q, is vaiid for X. For any x = 
(xi, 22.. . . , x,) E v, and Az E u then 
By adding the two equations, we have 
That is to Say, 
Also it is easy to check that the inequality 
is valid for p(X).  Hence p ( v )  is a face of p(X). . 
VI.1.4 LEMMA. Given any two points y0 and y1 in RI, if there exists a w E W 
such that w.yo = y1 and e(yi) = gi for i = O, 1 then there &sts a w, E Wb such 
that w,,yo = yl. 
Proof. Without loss of generahty, assume that y0 is in the fundamental chamber 
of the Weyl group W. Let J = A\I(yo). Recail that 
wJ = {W E Wlw(a) > O  fot aJi a €  J ) .  
We claim wJ is invéuiant under Q. Sino for any w E wJ, a E J ,  
Btoe-'(a) = ew@, where ,O = e'l(~) E J 
= ~ ( p )  = eP' where B' = w@ > O 
> O 
Then for any w E W, it can uniquely decompose as the form 
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By assurnption, w.yo = yi. Suppose w = wJwJ decomposes as above. Then 
~ ( W Y O )  = ewe-'e(~o) 
= ewe-'(~o) 
J -1 
= eu, e ew~e-'(~o) 
J 
= y1 = toyo = uJ WJYO 
Since the isotropie group of y0 is WJ and Wj is invasiant 
e then 
J -1 
ew e (yo) = wJ(yo)- 
So there exists an element wo E WJ such that gwJew1 
inmiant of wJ under e. By the uniqueness of the decomposition, wo = 1 i.e. 
ewJe-l=toJ. Thug wJ E Wu andwJ(rn) =M. . 
under the conjugation of 
= wJwo E W.' by the 
Now we give the proof of the theorem. 
Proof. Let C:(1) be the convex hull of W8.(r(p)). Let rCV(l) be the image 
of CV(l) under the projection of n. Let 
We want to show that 
(1) E *(E)  = F(7(nCV(l)), 
(2) nCV(l) = C,( l ) ,  and 
(3) for any a,? E E, if there exists a w E W such that w . a  = then there 
exists a wu E W, such that W@.Q = 71. 
Assuming that the above three claims are true, we get a lattice isomorphism from 
E(T8) to F(C;(l)) by (1) and (2). Since A, = E n A = E n {Wt  Ir E F(CV(l))) = 
{Wur(r E E )  by (3) then we aleo have a lattice isomorphism fiom A, the sets of 
W,-orbits of F(CZ(1). By Putcha and Renner's recipe the theorem is tme. 
As for (l), given two düterent elements and in E, let zi E ri be the barycen- 
ters of Tj for i = 0,l. Then zo # X I .  Since Ti E E then e(zi) = zi then r(xi) = xi. 
So r ( x o )  # r(zl). Hence E Z n(E) 
That r (E)  = 3(7rCV(1)) follows immediately from the first lemma. 
As for (2), nCV(l) = Cr(1). 
For w E Wu Ç W ,  
So +P) E Wu.r(~)- Since @(il9 e(d1) = b, e(dl  E 3(cV(1)) then n(bl e(d1) is 
a vertex of r(CV(1)) by lemma 1.3. Hence any point in the Wu-orbit of p + &)/2 
is a vertex of n(CV(l)). Since M, is ,?-keducible, all the wtices of n(CV(l)) axe 
in the same Wuorbit. So W,.(p + & ) ) I l  is all  the vertices of n(CV(l)). That is 
to say, nCV(l) = Cr(1). 
As for (3), given any ~ , q  E E, suppose that w.m = si for w E W. Let yi be the 
barycenters of ri for i = O, 1. Then w.yo = yl. Since e(yi) = yi for i = 0,l then there 
exists a w, E W, such that w,. y0 = y1 by second lemma. Hence w,,.a = 11. m 
2. (3, u)-irreducible monoids of type D: and An (n 5 3) 
Given /r = x:=, aiC<i a dominant weight, Assume that e(p) # p. One would 
ask if there exists a generai theorem to determine the CKWS section lattice of M(p), 
where M(p) (= M or M(p))  is (J9 u)-irreducible monoid constructed as in (2.2) of 
Chapter IV. So the criterion for existence of a general theorem to determine the 
cross section lattice according to the Dynkin diagram is 
Criterion There exists a general theorun to determine the cross section lattice 
for M ( p )  according to the Dynkin diagram if and only if for any p' a dominant 
weight with I ( p )  = I (pf ) ,  M ( p )  and M(& have the same lattices of ,?-classes. 
VI.2.1 THEOREM. Let p and I<' be the dominant weights of A. for n < 3 or D i .  
Assume I ( p )  = I(p'). Then MO<) and M(pr)  have the same lattices of 3-dasses. 
Proof. W e  leave the case Az for the reader since it is easy to draw a convex 
h d  of 12 or fewer points in the plane. For convenience, we identify & with D3. So 
it is sufficient to show that of case D,. 
Fix A = {al, q, . . . , a,} the fundamental root system of D,, and {pi, pz, .  . . , pn)  
be the fundamental dominant weights associated with A. Let C be the fundamen- 
t d  chamber. Suppose that = an then e is a reflection. The reflecting 
hyperplane bisects the chamber C. Its othorgnal vector is a. - a,+l. Consider the 
reflection group generated by 
It is easy to see that this reflection group denoted by Wf is a Weyl group of type C,. 
Its fiindamental root system A' is {pl,. . . ,on} where pi = ai for i = 1, . . . , n-L and 
p, = an - crn-l. And dosure of its fiuidamental chamber denoted by D is the cone 
spamed by {Al,. . . , An) where A i  = pi for i = 1,. . . , n - 2,n and An-1 = pn-i +pn. 
i.e. D =R+Al + +R+An. Moreowr, 
C- 
C = D U e(D). 
So W p  U Wji = W'p = W'jï where jï = e(p). Then the convex hull of Wp ü Wji 
is the same as the convexhull of W'p or Wfp. Suppose p = CLl aiC<i a dominant 
weight of D,,. Without loss of gened ty  we assume that p E D i.e. a. 2 a,-l. 
Then p is a h  a dominant weight of Cm. Suppose p = C:!l biAi define L ( p )  = 
{pi € Arlbi # O } .  By Putcha and Renner's recipe, the lattice structure of 3(CV(1)) 
is uniquely detennined by L(p) .  So it is urriquely determineci by I ( p )  too. 
Since W is a subgroup of W' and the Whrbits of 3(CV(1)) is uniquely deter- 
mined by I(p). So are the W-orbits. . 
VI.2.2 COROLLARY. Let A' be set of the Wt-orbits of 7(CV(1)) then A = 
Ar @(A'). 
Proof. Let X be the set of faces in 3(CV(1)) which have a common vertex p. 
Let Y be the set of faces in 3(CV(1)) which have a common vertex p. Without loss 
of generality, assume that p E D. Then 
Then A'= {T E XlrnC ##). Let 
Then At' = {r E Ylr n C # 4). By symmetry, A" = @(At). Since A = { r  E 
Cv(i) (r n C # 4)  which is just the union of A' and A". 
By the above corollary, 
A = A' U e(A'). 
A' can be determined by Putcha and Renner's recipe. Since the above union is not 
disjoint union we still need a more explicit description of A. 
Let us take some notations from the proof of the above theorem h t .  Let A = 
{al, a,.  .,a} the fundamentai root system of D n  and let {pi,p2,. . . ,fin) be 
the fundamentai dominant weights a~sociated to A, = an. Let A' = 
{/31,...,&) where Pi = ai for i = 1 ,..., n - 1 and = an - a,-l. L t  is a 
fundamental root system of type C,. {Xi, . . . , A,) is the fundamental dominant 
weights corresponding to it, where A i  = pi for i = 1, ... ,n - 2,n and = 
p,-i+ Pn- Let p = Cgl ûiai be a dominant weight of type D, with a, 2 a,-i. 
Then p E D. Write p = C%ibiAi, when bi = ai for i = 1,2, ..., n - 1 and 
h, = a, - an-i. Define L(p)  = {pi pi A'lbi # O). Let 
P = P(Af ) iJ P(=) (disjoint union) . 
VI.2.3 DEFINITION. Define an equidence relation a on P: for X, Y E P we 
Say that X'RY if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) X = Y (Pl- note (pi) # {A) i r ~  P f,i i < t a ) .  
(6) X and Y each contain at least one of {&a}, 1x1 = [YI and e(X - {a) u 
{Sn)) = y - {Pn) LJ {m. 
It is easy to check this is an equivalence relation. Denote the equivalence class by 
[SI for S E P. 
Let JO = A' - Le), and let 58 = @(JO). By Putcha and Renner's recipe, there is 
an order preserving injection: I : Af\{O) + P(A3 and S(C A') = I(e) if and only 
if no component of S lies entirely in JO. Let eo E A' and eh = o(eo) E @(Af) denote 
the two unique minimal idempotents of A. 
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VI.2.4 THEOREM. Let M(p)  be a (9, +kreducible monoid. Then there is an 
order presefYiIIg injection 
K : A\{O) -r PI72 
and [Sj = K(e) if and only if t h  dements of [q bas no component completely 
contained in JO and 70. Zn particdu, f(-) = q5 E P(A') and I ( 4 )  = 5 E ~ ( x ) .  
3. Case Di 
Using the above theorem, we give a wrnplete Iist of the Hasse diagrams for A\O. 
k, kl, k2, and are poeitive integers. 
(1) r = km =d JO = {A,&,A}. 

This section givcs an example to ghow that not aü types of (J, o)-irreducible 
monoids satisty the dtetioo'of the above chapter. The author believu that (9, a)- 
imducible monoid of type An (n > 3) and & do not aati* the criterion. The 
foliowing example is calcuIat«l by cornputer using C on UNM. 
Let p = pi + 2p2 + 3p3 + 4p4 amd p' = 2p1+ p2 + 4p3 + ~ y  then M ( p )  and M ( d )  
have different cross section Iat tices. 
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Let A and A' denote the cross section lattices of M ( p )  and M(pf  ) respectively. 
Let A,, denote the set of elements in cross section lattice A of rank n. W e  have: 
VI.4.1 PROPOSITION. = 8 md [Ail = 5. so A # A'. 
CHAPTER VI1 
(3,~)-IRREDUCIBLE MONOIDS OF SUZUKI AND REE TYPES 
This chapter treats (3, a)-irreducible monoids of Suzuki and Ree types, the type 
Bz and Gz. We give explicit descriptions of E(T) and b \ { O )  and A\{O). Please 
refer to section KI of Chapter V or [PR21 for the constmction of (3, o)-irreducible 
monoids of Suzuki types and Ree type. 
1. Case B2 
Let A = {a, P )  be the fundamental mot system of Bz with a short and long. 
Let pl = 1/2(2a +/3) and pz = a+& pi are the fundamental weîghts. Let W 
denote the Weyl group of B2. Let s, and sg be the simple reflections. Then 
By section 1 of Chapter V, @*(pi) = Y p 2  and 0*(p2) = 20+lPt. Foi any dominant 
weight p = klpl + k2p2, then 
Let p' = W. W e  need to know the orbits of WC< and Wp'. They are 
We need to know the convex hull CV(l) of {Wp, 1, O) and {Wpt , O, 1) for a dom- 
inant weight p = kLpl -+ kzp2. 
Choose a basis 
projection r from 23 +z4 = 1 to 23 +y = O by 
Clearly, n is a pasallel projection. So n(CV(l)) 2 CV(l). 
Let {(1,0, 1, -1), (0,1,1, -1), (0,0,1, -1)) be a basis of the vector space H: the 
hyperplane 23 + 2.4 = O. Let {yl, y?, y3) be the coordinate of the vector space R 
under this basis. Then by (*), we can identify the convex h d  CV(l) with r(Cv(l)) 
the convex huIl of {Wp, 1/21 U {Wp', 4/21 in H. By abuse of notation, denote 
r(CV(i)) by CV(1). 
By direct computation and definition 2.1 of [ZG], we obtain the following. 
(1) The convex hull q of { W p ,  1/21 is a facet of CV(l). Since 
and it is easy to check that fn 2 ) is a vaiid inequality for CV(l). The 
equality is valid and only valid for q. 
(2) The convex hull T* of {Wp',  -112) ia a facet of CV(l). Since 
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and it is easy to check that -y3 5 is a MLid inequality for CV(l). The 
equality is Miid and only valid for Q. 
(3) The convex huil a of 
and it is easy to check that y1 + 2yz + kly3 < #kl+ 2kz) is a valid inequality 
for CV(l). The equality is d d  and only valid for Q. 
(4) The convex hull r4 of 
and it is easy to check that -y1 + kly3 5 #ki + 2kz is a valid inequality for 
CV(l). The equality is valid and only vaiid for 55. 
(6) The convex h d  of 
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and it is easy to check that -y1 - y2 + kzfn 5 ki + ;kz is a valid inequality 
for CV(l). The equality is Müd and only valid for TG. 
(7) The convex hull of 
and it is eapy to check that -y1 - 232 + k1y3 < $kl + 2k2 is a valid inequality 
for CV(l). The equality is valid and only valid for v. 
(8) The convex hull of 
and it is easy to check that -y1 + k2y3 5 ki + $k2 is a d d  inequality for 
Cv(i). The equality is valid and only MLid for 9. 
(9) The convex hull .r\, of 
and it is easy to check that y1 + klfn )kl + 2k2 is a valid inequality for 
CV(l). The equality is valid and only valid for m. 
(10) The convex hull no of 
and it is easy to check that y1 + y2 + k2y3 < kL + 2k2 is a valid inequality for 
CV(l). The equality is valid and only valid for rio. 
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From the above information, we can draw the convex hull Cv(l) as fo~ows: 
where the vatices of the top facc are counter-clockwise 
Note that we do not nquk that ki and be positive integers. So it is possible 
that twa vertices may be ovalapped if one of k1 and ka is zero. 
Without lws of g e n d t y ,  we choose p = pi for caae of dominant weight p = kpl. 
and 
W.1.i THEOREM. kt M be the (9, a)-imducibie monoid comsponding to 
p = kpi of type B2. Then 
(1) = 36, 
(2) the H b s e  diagtam of A\{O} is 
Figure 1 
Vn.1.2 THEOREM. Let M be the (3, o)-ineducibIe monoid comspondiog to 
p = kipi + la442 of type B2. Then 
(1) IEmI = 5% 
(2) the H v s e  diagram of A\{O} is 
Fi' 2 
2. Case 6 
Let A = {a, P )  be the hurdameptal mot system of G2 with a short and P long. 
Let pl = (2a+P) and p2 = 30+2& pi arc the fund~mc11td weights. Let W denote 
the Weyl p u p  of Ga. 
Similarly aa in above aection, we obtain 
VII.2.1 THEOREM. kt M be the (3, u)-imducible monoid comsponding to 
p = klpi of type G2. men 
(1) IE(T)l= 5% 
(2) the Haase diagram of A\{O) is the same as Figure 1 of above section. 
VL1.2.2 THEOREM. Let M be the (9, a)-irreducible monoid corresponding to 
p = kipi + k2p2 of type G2. Then 
(1) IE(T)l = 76, 
(2) the Hasse diagram of A\{O) is the same as Figure 2 of above section. 
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